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Figure 1. Mosaic of surface derivatives (slope, curvature, relative elevation, and aspect) generated from the Digital Elevation Model (centre). The same view presented in each
image is of a linear dune in the Central Mallee land system.
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Figure 2. A chart summarising the methodology of the land system disaggregation.
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Table 1: A list and description of the landforms mapped within the Mallee.

Landform component

Description

East-west linear dunes

The dunes generally range from 80 to 120 m wide and 500 m to 3 km in length. They occur throughout the region except
in the south east. Dune relief is commonly 5 to 10m.

Hummocks and rises on
plains

Rises found on the undulating plains include hummocks, lunettes, ridge remnants and other gentle landscape undulations.
These rises are variable in their dimension and distribution. Some rises occur locally and appear to have a north-south
orientation. It is proposed these rises could be referred to as local north-south ridges. The land units help distinguish the
types of rises present in a region.

Strandline ridges

Ridges are elongated linear features with a NNW–SSE orientation that vary in size and relief. Often the ridges occur as a
complex unit with a relatively flat crest (elevated plateaux). They can be anywhere from under 1 km (remnant ridges) to up
to 50 km in length.

Ridge crests

These are the crests of ridges, or rises that occur on flat ridge tops and hummocks on the ridge slopes.

Prominent lunettes

Prominent sickle-shaped rises that are found on the eastern sides of existing and former lakes. They vary in breadth and
height and often occur as a sequence formed from variations in the lake extent.

Prominent former lakebeds

Flat, depressed and often circular areas they have associated lunettes on their eastern flanks.

Lunettes associated with
ridges

These lunettes have been identified as part of a ridge landscape complex and occur with a prominent former lakebed to
their west. The crescent shaped lunettes allow this feature to be identified in parallel with an abutting ridge.

Undulating plains

These are undulating areas between rises such as hummocks, dunes and ridges. They include the gentle slopes grading
from rises and in the dune country they are commonly referred to as swales.

Flat plains

These are broad areas of plain with a slope less than 0.5%. Flat plains in the Culgoa land system contain gilgaied light
clays.

Flood plains

Low plains that occur in the Ned’s Corner, Lindsay Island and Tyrrell Creek land systems. They are associated with internal
drainage basins or the Murray River.

Low plains

Low plains have been mapped in the Millewa and Boigbeat land systems. They are the lowest flat areas that occur
between hummocks.

Raak plains

These are low plains associated with groundwater discharge and drainage basins. Saltpans occupy the lowest sites on
the plains while slightly higher areas are overlain by a fine textured red soil.

Terraced plains

Palaeolacustrine plains in the Millewa land system and the Central Mallee land system north of Lake Tyrrell have been
classified into Upper and Lower terraced plains. Upper terraced plains have shallow sandy loams overlaying a limestone
layer, refered to as Bungunnia limestone, while lower terraced plains overlay red clays.

Copi islands

Low mounds scattered on Raak plains composed of sand, copi (white powdered gypsum), gypsum and occasionally
limestone.

Scarp

The relatively steep slope leading from surrounding high plains to the flood plains of Lindsay Island or Ned’s Corner land
systems.

Lakes

Existing natural waterbodies or areas that occasionally hold water.

Channels

Streambeds that transport water constantly or periodically.

Figure 3: Eastern slope of a small hummock in the Boigbeat land system.

The delineation of land units has primarily

2010. It involved a stratified sampling of 30

Land units also assist in distinguishing

been based on the spatial pattern of

points, each representing a 10 metre cell

the morphological variation in land

mapped landforms. It has, however, also

of the original DEM, randomly generated

formations that have been classified

incorporated other inputs such as the

for eight of the landform components. In

as the same landform component. For

Geomorphological Mapping Units (GMU),

total, 250 points were field validated and

example, the difference in size and shapes

salinity mapping and a visual analysis of a

each sample point was visually assessed

of hummocks between the Millewa and

hill-shade of the DEM.
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Boigbeat land systems as described by

class. Both the location of the sample

Rowan and Downes(1963).

Figure 2 presents a summary workflow

point and the context of the surrounding

of the methodology. A full description of

landscape were used to inform the

Descriptions of the land units can be

the methods developed can be found in

landform classification assessment.

found in the associated project report.

associated project reports.

The validation exercise revealed that the
mapping had an accuracy of 84% for eight

Results

of the landform components. A full outline

Landform components

of the validation results can be found

The final project output is a raster

within the report.

Table 2: Land systems have been divided into landform
units to facilitate priority investment.

Land Systems

dataset derived from merging each of

Number of land units

the individual land system mappings.

Land units

Berrook

3

This dataset covers all private land in the

A total of 40 land units have been defined

Big Desert

2

Mallee as well as public land in Ned’s

across all the land systems of the Mallee,

Biogbeat

3

Corner, Tyrrell Creek, Lindsay Island and

including some areas of public land. They

Central Mallee

10

Raak land systems. Seventeen landforms

represent mapping at a nominal scale of

Culgoa

2

have been classified and mapped which

1:100,000 (Table 2).

Hopetoun

1

are briefly described in Table 1, and an

Lindsay Isalnd

4

example of the landform mapping for the

The land units delineate areas of repeating

Millewa

3

Tempy land system is provided in Figure 5.

landform component patterns. They will

Ned’s Corner

3

provide the Mallee CMA with areas for

Raak

1

Landform component validation

priority investment to monitor, assess

Tempy

4

Field validation of the landform

and manage regional land management

Tyrrell Creek

3

issues.

Wycheproof

1

components map was undertaken in July

Description

Utility

Broad-scale terrain information identifying but
not mapping landform components and including

Rowan and Downes
Land Systems
1:500,000

climate, vegetation and geology.

Whole catchment planning
A grouping of geo-morphologically related systems
that provide a basis for understanding and managing
broad-scale processes and issues.

Finer scale land system mapping

Land Units
1:100,000

delineating landform component patterns

Regional planning
Provide the Mallee CMA with priority areas for

but not individual components.

investment.

Local government planning
Predict likely soil types
Individual landform components of the

Land Components
1:25,000

land systems.

Land capability assessments
Improve accuracy / precision of modelling
Supports whole farm planning programs

Figure 4. The disaggregation has vastly improved the scale of terrain mapping in the Mallee.
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